Many teachers incorporate class meetings or morning meetings into their everyday classroom routines. These daily gatherings can be incredible tools for modeling and reinforcing both academic and social skills. This page will give you ideas for setting up your meeting area and provides tips for running morning meetings that set a positive tone for the day.

Experiment with different greeting activities and encourage children to come up with their own! For more ideas, you can download some excellent morning greetings here. Social problem-solving and review of behavioral expectations. Morning meeting is a fantastic time to hold problem-solving sessions that address class issues such as bullying, name-calling, misuse of playground equipment, hallway behavior problems, etc.

Good morning my dearest friend. 7. Any other man would be willing to be the one dating someone so special and beautiful like you. I’m grateful that I have you, and thanks for accepting all of me. Good morning damsel. Simply the best collection of good morning and have a great day text messages for that friend of yours. 31. A beautiful smile always crosses my face each and every morning that I wake up to the thoughts of you, my love. I cherish you forever. You just met that new friend and you care to send some good morning text messages to him or her? Then use the ones below. 51. Always remember that no matter what happens today, you have the power to make an impact in this world, even if it’s in small measure. This Morning Meeting Greeting combines math and greetings into one! The teacher will prepare a number of flashcards for this activity: one set will have math problems on them and the other set will have the answers. Mix up the cards and have students each choose one. Like Find a Friend, this can be a great greeting to help students get to know each other at the beginning of the school year. The Hidden Treasure greeting is a perfect way to have students get to know their new friends by having them interact with several students. To do this, they exchange greetings for the day by shaking hands and saying hello to multiple new friends.